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Continuing his series offine article~ on basic wargame strategy & tactics,
Mr. Ggoes on in his very thorough way about
..BufJerPoint" units. Gee, Fred- why call ·t/just bash' em and thrash ~em ?

BROAD FRONT STRATEGY
by Frederick Georgian
The purpose of this article is to examine an
alternative method of attack other than
Defense/Offense Strategy, as explained in
MOVES 28. In the previous article, we explored a means of strategy which a.dvocated
the exterior attack; the counterpart to such an
attack is the interior attack. Such strategy
which utilizes the interior attack is dubbed
Broad Front Strategy. or BF Strategy for
short.
The Reader may find the previous article on
Defense/Offense Strategy as helpful background material, thollgh by no means
"required" reading to comprehend the
fonowing concepts. The examples and
illustrations for this article were taken from
Wurzburg of the Modern Battle Quadri·
games. The Reader may find it helpful to set
up the illustrations on his setin order to tinker
with the situations.
Before we start our discllssion, we must
understand a Player's objective in. a wargame.
In most wargames there are two basic goals,
which occur either singly or in combination.
They are achieving victory by eliminating
enemy units or by advancing to and occupying
a geographical objective. If the destruction of
the enemy units is the Player's main objective,
then % Strategy is a viab~.e plan of action;
however if a geographical objective is the
Playel"'s goal, then BF Strategy is the method
of choice.
The Reader must understand what is
incumbent upon a Player when faced with a
geographical victory condition. A Player is
asked to advance from one point to another
point. The straight line between a Player's
army and his objective is the shortest distance
between those two points. In order to achieve
this vktory by advancing along this line, a
Player is usuaIly provided with a large army
because time becomes his limiting resource.
Because time (as expressed in Game-Turns)
and geography are important, the loss of
units, which is normally damaging to a
Player's strategy, c.a n be tolerated in order to
achieve victory. With the above in mind, lefs
first look at the strategic direction and then
the tactical tools for BF Strategy.
Strategy
Infigure one, the American (lighter) units are
attacking a Soviet frontline. Only the center of
the frontline is shown. The flanks of the Soviet
and American frontlines actually extend
beyond the edge of the picture for an additional four hex rows. As is evident, the main
American thrust is directed against.the Soviet
center.

For purposes of reference only, just as a
frontline may be roughly divided into thirds
with the flanks being the outermost thirds and
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Figure One

the center being the centermost third (see
MOVES Nr. Twenty·four), the center also
can be further subdivided into thirds.
Considering just the center of a frontline, the
middle third is called "the area of major
interest or importance" and the end thirds
within the center are called " the areas of
minot interest or importance." With BF
Strategy, a Player should attack the enemis
center with his strongest combat units and a11
his artillery.. The Player should first concentrate his attacks such that his strongest
units attack the area of major interest. Such
attacks in this area should have the best
differential possible. Even after the possibility
of enemy protective power, FPF, is taken into
.account,. the attacks should still be at least a
plus six or a plus nine. Any remaining units
should attack the area of minor interest; such
attacks should have a good differential like a
plus two, four, ora six.
In fIgure one, the center two American
attacks are supported by artillery and are
within the atea of major interest with the
outer two American attacks being those upon
the areas of minor interest It is assumed that
in a real situation, more units would be par-

ticipating in order to attain the necessary
differentia ls; only the fewest unjts are shown
to highlight the flow and the intent of the
above statements.
The purpose of the arrangement of the above
attacks is to rupture the center as quickly as
possible so that reserve unit'S may pass
through a gap in the enemy center and then
on to the geographical objective.
Such a feat can be accomplished within a
Game-Turn in games which have a double·
movement system and hence such ruptures
usually cannot occur within a single GameTurnj the break invariably requires several
Game-Turns. Yet with each passing GameTurn, the defending Player has mote time to
prepare a defense. Hence the attacking Player
must realize that not only most he attack the
enemy center to rupture it as quickly as
possible but also he must hinder the defending Player's ability to recover from the
attacks; OD.e such tactic to inhibit the
defending Player's ability to recover is Buffer
Point Tactics which is described later.
Figure two shows the incorrect use of BF
Strategy .. In this case, the American units are
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still attacking the Soviet center but the
attacks a.re distributed to the areas of minor
interest, rather than grouped upon the area of
major interest .a& in figure one. The point is
that now when the American Ilnits advance
after combat,. each unit which advances may
be counterattacked and eliminated. In figure
one. when the American units advance after
combat, each unit that advances may be
counterattacked but not eliminated.
One of the tenents of BF Strategy. as the name
implies, is a set of attacks upon a wide section
of the enemY'!l frontline. The;purpose of such
attacks is to create as many weaknesses in the
enemy's frontline as possible. The more
weaknesses in the enemy's frontline,. the
more opportunities that the attacking Player
has to further damage the enemy and the
harder itis for the defending Player to reCover
ftom the situation. Sooner or later, a gap will
develop in the enemy's frontline that cannot
be repaired and th.en. the Player can move his
reserves through the gap in order to capture
his geographical objective. Nevertheless,
figure two shows a misapplication of BF
Strategy.
Though the American units are attacking the
Soviet center, notice that there is no central
American thrust. Instead the American
attacks are directed against the areas of minor
interest Contrast this simation with that of
f1gllte one which shows the American attacks
grouped upon the area of major importance.
Secondly. visualize the effects ofthe advances
after combat in both figures. In figure Oille,
when the American. units, .a<ivance, they are
advancing as a united front. In figure two,
whe.n American units advance after combat,
they form isolated units. Such isolated units
can easily be counterattacked. and eliminated
but not true of those units in figure one~
In conclusion, grou p one's attacks so that they
faU directly upon one area; label that area, the
area of majol· interest. Often such a.n area is
Figure: Three

Figure Four
th.e exact center of the enemy's frontline. The
areas of minor interest are on either side of the
areas of major interest. T he strongest attacks
shoald be made in the area of major interest.
Because one has grouped hisattaeks, he
should feel confident about advancing after
combat.. The bulk of one's artillery should be
placed in the center and dose to the frontline.
Not only will the artillery be within the range
to support the a.t tack upon the enemy's
frontline but also to provide FPF in order to
maintain one's position during the Enemy
Player-Turn.
Tactics
With the exception of Buffer Point tactics
there realiy isn't anything else that's new. A
quick review of the tactics,. that should be
used iill BF Strategy, is given in the summary.

Buffer Point Tactics can. be thought of as a
euphemism for a unit that ad\rance& deep into
enemy territory to . hinder the mobility of
enemy units either directly or indirectly. More
often than not such a unit wiU be eliminated
vcry quickly, i ..e., within a Game-Tum or two.
Figures three and four illustrate the Buffer
Point tactic.
In figure three we see American units using
SF Strategy. The American units are grouped
in their attacks about the area of major
interest. The result of one of the attacks
causes a Soviet unit to retreat. back into his
reserve units. Both American units advance
but one American unit continues to advance
as deeply as possible into the Soviet reserves.as
shown in figure four. The American unit,
2-3-12, which made such a deep advance is
considered to be the Bllffer Point Let's look
at the purpose of the Buffer Point.
The Buffer Point exerts two effects upon the
mobility of the enemy units- a direct and an
indirect one. Let's first consider the direct
effect. The zones of'contra! of' the American
unit inhibit the mobility of the three Soviet
units as shown in figure four. Such an effect is
considered to be direct; I.e., the American
unit is in direct contad with those three Soviet
units.
Keep in mind the big picm.re.. This Buffer
Point is within the area of minor int.erest.
Within the a.rea of major inteI'est there will be
other attacks whieh have yet to take place and
hence are not shown. Such attacks could
result in jllst as severe retreats for the Soviet
units as the first attack as illustrated by figure
four. Because one American unit is pinning
three Soviet units, those Soviet unHsate
useless for any defense of Soviet frontline for
at least a Game-Turn. Any weakness or gaps
which might have developed in the area of
mllljor interest is either left unattended or is
patched up with other units, which may have
created another problem elsewhere in the
process.
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Nevertheless the problems for the Soviet
Player have just begun. More likely, he may
have to expend a fourth unit to insure the
elimination ofthe American Buffer Point. His
teasoning is that if his units a.re going to be
pinned for a Game-Turn, he might as well
eliminate the Amel'ican unit Hence in ·effect
there is a ratio of four Soviet units to one
American unit that has been pinned for a
Game-Turn. Consider the implications. Suppose for one moment that both Players had
exactly one hundred units. Imagine if the
American Player could magically use and
plac!! one third of his units, in such a manner
as to immobilize t he entire enemy army; such
a feat then still leaves him with two-thirds .of
his army which possess the mobility to attack
the enemy at will while it is pinned and unable
to react
The second influence that the Buffer Point
exerts is the indired effect. Notice that the
Soviet 4-2-12 though it is not pinned by any
American unit is nevertheless "hinderedn in
its mobility. Without the Buffet' Point,. the
Soviet armored unit could easily move
laterally in a straight line from one Soviet
flank to the other; however now with that
Buffet Point the Soviet unit must. make a wide
circle or detour around the Buffer Point and
hence cannot travel as far to its opposite flank
as before. Note: the above point is much more
evident when viewed on a full size map rather
than just the picture. The Reader may better
comprehend the "big picture" if he is able
to set his units on hisWur:z:burg map and
count the number of hexes that the Soviet
4·2-12 unit can move with and without the
Buffer Point.) This ability to affect the
direction ofthe enemy unit's mobility without
directly pinning the enemy unit with .zones of
control is considered to be the indirect effect.
Keep in mind that the enemy unit is stiII free
to move, 1. e., it is not pinned; however it may
not be able to reach a desired destination
because such a route is blocked by the
presence of a unit.
Keep in mind tbe differences between a direct
and an indirect Buffer Point. The benefits of a
direct Buffer Point are limited and assured,
For exam pIe with a direct Buffer Point as illustrated. in figure four, the American Player
knows that he is pinning three enemy units
and that he knows that those enemy units will
not be able to move that Game-Turn. Such
benefits are concrete and can be easily
quantified.
The benefits of an indirect Buffer Point are
unlimited but unassured. For example an
indirect Buffer Point which occupies and
interdicts a road junction of a supply line has
effectively paralyzed an entire enemy army.
To produce the same effect with direct Buffer
Points would most likely be impossible in a
game situation. F'urthermol'e in this example
that indirect Buffer Point is para.lyzing the
enemy army for an unlimited number of
Game~ Turns if that Buffer Point is allowed to
persist. Nevertheless such an effect cannot
necessarily be assured, For instance, the
enemy army could ,easily open and use an
alternative supply route and thereby negate

the effeds of the indirect Buffel' Point.. Now,
the indirect Buffer Point is a wasted and
isolated unit; it could either be eliminated or
should be retrieved for frontline duty. Hence
the benefits of an indirect Buffer Point are not
as easily quantified; instead the.Player must
develop a "feel" for its use and effect.
Lastly, Buffer Point Tactics should be used
preferraoly in the area of minor interest
Why? Remember that the unit acting as a
Buffer Point, like a magnet, is meant to .
attract enemy units to itself so that in the
process there will be fewer enemy units to .
concentrate and to defend about the area of
major interest. If a Player uses a Buffer Point
in the area of major interest then that unit is
attracting enemy u.nits to the very area which
is contrary to what the Player wishes_ One
final note and that is as an initial guideline
only one or two of the Player!> weakest units
need be sacrificed as a Buffer Point per
Game-Turn Of throughout an entire Ga.me.
The reason is that a Buffer Point usually .
results with the sacrifice of that unit, see
MOVES 27 "Conservative Tactics- Unit
Game-Turn Theory" to gain a fuller appreciation of loosing units. Nevertheless the troe
guideline is if a tactic enables a Player to win.
Remember that the use of Buffet Point tactics
is a fine balance between a short and possible
reversible advantage for a position versus the
permanent and irreversible disadvantage of
the loss of a unit In order to gain the full
benefit ofBuffer·Point tactics the Player must
know which and how many enemy units he
hopes to hinder directly and/or indirectly and
whether such a hindrance is necessary for his
purposes. Ifhe cannot ltinder any enemy units
or if it does not serve to his advantage then he
shouldn't use Buffer Point tactics because he
is carelessly losing units; however if he can
estab1ish a ratio as was i:Uustrated in figure
four then perhaps a Playet can justifY the use
of Buffer Points. Lastly Buffer Point tactics
should be used in the areas of minot interest.

Conclusion
Buffer Point tactics are meant to assist other
tactics. Remember that the real cutting edge
of BF Strategy falls upon the area of major
interest. Combat differ,entials should be at
least plus six or better within this area. The
Player should be using the frontal assault
supported by all or most of his artillery_ The
artillery should be close to the frontline so that
it can use its barrage strength for the frontal
assaults and then after the infantry advances,
the artillery should still be within range to use
its final protective fire for the Jawbreaker
tactic.. By and large as hinted above, units
should advance after combat for the plU'pose
of gaining the ground that they fought for as
well as for pinning enemy units. Reserves
should be kept on .h and near the area of major
interest to attack Ilew gaps the following
Game-Turn. Buffer Point tactics should be
used in the area of minor interest to prevent
enemy units from reaching andrecQvering
their center frondine.

Designers' Notes
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this campaign was the occupation of the
Wailing Wall by Gur's paratroopers. But this
was only a small part of a bitterly contested
battle fought through some of the toughest
terrain in the Middle East. The Jordanians,
unlike their Arab brothers, did not turn tail
and run but stood and fought , At one point
the 40th Armor Brigade totally repulsed the
northern Israeli spearhead. The action was
characterized by a 'short intense struggle that
saw both opponents dazed at its conclusion ..
Some new rules have been used that have
never been used in a folio before. Due to the
rugged nature of the terrain the usual rigid
zone of control rules have been eliminated
when in the rough terrain .. Zones of Control
only extend along contiguous road hexes,
thus, far more accurately portraying the road
bound nature of the combat What in effect
happens is that the pincer-like nature of the
Israeli battle plan unfolds before you as you
battle for t he key crossroads and towns that
wer,e so important in the original campaign.
The OB was researched very heavily. Included
are such things as a secret Israeli Sherman
tank company that was hidden in the city of
Jerusalem before the war and aided the
paratroopers in their capture of the old city.
The map was researched using special army
serial maps. The roads that are so important
to the game were gleaned from four different
sources in an attempt to give you the most accurate picture possible.
All in all Battle!orJerusalem '67 will show the
bitter struggle that was the West Bank in the
Six Day War.
- Mark Herman

War in the Pacific
i
!

I

Design has begun on the Ground, Naval,
Air,. Ground.Air, Naval-Air, and NavalGround (atnphibious) rules. The ground rules
will build on the War in the West roles: Le.,
double phase movement, single combat per
rurn, overrun, etc_ However the unit mix will
reflect battalion/ regiment/division build upbreak down_ And rules will be developed
to allow sustained multi-tum combat in. the
same hex between hostiIeunits.
Though ground action will be important when
it occurs (particularly on the Asian continent)
the heart of the game will lie in the Air INava]
interaction. Almost the reverse of War in the
West. Air unit strengths will be based on
squadron size point allocations: 1 point
equalling 9-12 planes, and differentiated as to
type of plane. Air units will have an air-to-air
strength, air-to-ship strength and air vs.
ground strength, and a range allowance,
Naval units will be quite discrete. Individual
capital ships and cruisers; 3-6 ship units for
destroyers, subm.arines and auxiliaries_ Naval
units will be rated for ship vs. ship strengtb,
(air unit capacity), antiaircraft strength, overall defense strength, bombardment, (passenger capacity) and a movement allowance.
The provisional Game-Tum sequence looks
something like this:
[Colltillued Iltl page 23 J

